Asset Value Plan
Finance your choice of audio-visual equipment
through Smart Presentations Asset Value Plan

It is hardly surprising to know that there is so much interest
in leasing audio-visual equipment when you consider the
benefits detailed below. Even in times of fluctuating rates,
leasing can still prove to be a cost effective method of financing your choice of presentation equipment.

Budget more effectively
By spreading the cost over 1,2,3,4 or 5 years you can budget
for one easy fixed cost for the period, which can include the
elements of the project such as cabling and installation costs.
Be totally flexible - payments can match the cash flow of
your business
Payments can be made monthly, quarterly or annually to suit
your cash flow.
Add to the solution as requirements change

Finance the whole system

If your business grows and requirements change during the

As audio visual and presentation leasing specialists, we can

period of the lease you can add office equipment to the

include all the intangible elements of a system in the lease, such

agreement at any time.

as software, training and installation.

Preserve borrowing power and invest funds elsewhere

Budget Calculator

Other lines of credit from your bank or other finance houses

The table below provides a budget monthly repayment for 3 and

remain intact for other credit needs. In

addition, leasing

5 year agreements against three examples of capital equipment

can ease the strain on your working capital and provide

cost. Please speak with one of our finance representatives to

finance with no deposit therefore leaving you with more

receive an accurate proposal against your requirements.

reserves to invest in profit making activities.

Capital Cost
£ (exc. VAT)

*Monthly
(3 Year)

Monthly
(5 Year)

Example 1

£5,000.00

£165.00

£105.00

rather than that which your budget dictates.

Example 2

£7,500.00

£247.50

£157.50

Take the tax advantages

Example 3

£10,000.00

£330.00

£210.00

Allocate payments from a rental budget as opposed to a
capital budget
Make the most of your budget by spreading the cost over 3 or
5 years and acquire the solution that meets your needs fully,

Leasing, unlike other forms of finance such as bank loans, is
fully allowable against tax.
This 100% allowance on payments makes leasing one of the
most tax efficient methods of acquiring equipment.

* Lease Rental based on 36 month agreement (3+33 profile) + bank
admin fee, and subject to status. The above prices are exclusive of VAT.

